


Cigar traveling with style
You prefer to travel the simple, classical way with your cigars? 
If so, you will love the new HENK cigar duffel – 
Perfect for a short trip or as your daily companion.

Safe, soft & smart
With its compact dimensions, the HENK cigar duffel will easily fit into your jacket or 
into your HENK luggage. Its thickness of only 175 x 100 x 10 mm gives you maximum 
comfort and enough protection for your cigars.

Finest materials
The main body of the cigar duffel is made of the finest vintage leather and gets an un-
mistakable patina over time. Each cigar duffel is handmade in Germany and you have 
a maximum of choices to personalize it to your own style. You can choose out from 
several leathers and a variety of colors. Also you can have your logo or monogram on it. 
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Perfection in the detail
The cigar duffel is ready to hold 3 cigars with 
a maximum length of 155 mm and with a 
maximum ring size of 60. Inside, you will 
find an integrated humidifier pocket on 
the backside of the inner flap. This pocket 
offers also enough space for your cutter 
or puncher.

Inside, you will find an integrated 
humidifier pocket on the backside of 
the inner flap. This pocket offers also 
enough space for your cutter or puncher.
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28,5 x 17,3 x 3 cm / Maximum Cigar length 155 mm / Maximum Ring Size 60



Integrated Boveda humidifier Integrated space for your cutter
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Outside:
Logo or monogram 

embossed or embroidered

Inner flap:
Logo or monogram 

embossed or embroidered

General:
body color

contrast stitching

Personalization options:
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01 white

07 black

08 anthracite

09 pearl

10 marine

11 cobalt

12 lightblue

13 bottle

14 liane

15 grass

16 chestnut

17 cognac

18 nature

19 mimosa

20 papaya

21 lavender

22 fuchsia

23 fire

24 blood

06 grigio

02 new crema

03 beige

04 sand

05 smoke

Standard colors*:

*Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.
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Individual
You can naturally also style your HENK cigar duffel according to your own personal preferences – from the 
choice of color, the application of logos or personal monograms, all the way to the color of the stitches. 
We can produce your personalized cigar softroll within only 14 working days!

1 - Main body: 
      Leather & Color of leather,
      contrast stitching

2 - Front:
      Monogram/logo:  
      embossed, embroidered

3 - Inside flap: 
      Monogram/logo:  
      embossed, embroidered

 4 - Back:
       Monogram/logo:  
       embossed, embroidered
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Options:



Prices (ex. VAT, exclusive shipping):
HENK cigar duffel Nappa 289,00€
HENK cigar duffel Reindeer/Vintage 336,00€

Options:
Personalized color                                           on request
Name/logo embossed front, back or flap                         
Name/logo embroidered front or back                              
Name/logo embroidered on flap  
               

HENK cigar duffel Saddle/Vintage 349,00€
HENK cigar duffel Lambnappa 378,00€

Monogram embossed front, back or flap              
Contrast stitching                                                     
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+ 120€
+   o.r.
+   o.r.

+   60€
+   50€

Monogram letter (max. 5):



your color choice (only Nappa leather)*:

Options*:
Personalized leather color
Name/logo embossed front      
Name/logo embossed back   
Name/logo embroidered front               
Name/logo embroidered back                
Name/logo embossed on flap              
Name/logo embroidered on flap

                                          

Monogram embossed front      
Monogram embossed back    
Monogram on flap                
Contrast stitching           

Main body
Leather**:
Nappa
Reindeer/Vintage

Contrast stitching

Saddle/Vintage
Lambnappa

Embroidered monogram

*Please enter color number.
**Please tick leather of your choice.

*Please tick your choice
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01 white 02 new crema 03 beige 04 sand 05 smoke 06 grigio

Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.

Available colors Nappa leather



07 black 08 anthracite 09 pearl 10 marine 11 cobalt 12 lightblue

Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.



13 bottle 14 liane 15 grass 16 chestnut 17 cognac 18 nature

Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.

Available colors Nappa leather



19 mimosa 20 papaya 21 lavender 22 fuchsia 23 fire 24 blood

Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.
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